In order to reduce the pollution caused by fuel vehicles to the environment, electric vehicles are becoming the means of transportation. The replacement of fuel vehicles by electric vehicles is a future trend. Based on practical requirements, a 120 kW direct current charger has been designed. Taking the MK60DN512 as the core controller, a direct current charger control system is designed and implemented. The overall solution of the direct current charger control system is designed. According to the functional requirements of the direct current charger, a system hardware platform is built based on embedded technology. The hardware mainly consists of MK60DN512 microcontroller, start/reset circuit, JTAG download/debugging circuit, clock circuit, minimum system power supply, output voltage sampling and signal conversion circuit, output current sampling and signal conversion circuit, AC relay control circuit and temperature detection circuit.
Y. Zhang DOI: 10.4236/oalib. 1104593 2 Open Access Library Journal gradually realize the electrification of automobiles. The development of electric vehicles is its strategic focus and general trend. However, due to the slow construction of charging facilities, the ratio of electric vehicles and chargers, a serious imbalance, the promotion of electric vehicles has been limited [1] .
According to statistics from the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, domestic sales of new energy vehicles in 2015 increased 3.4 times year-on-year, reaching 330,000 vehicles. However, the construction of the charger has lagged far behind. By the end of 2015, 3600 charging stations and 49,000 public chargers have been built in the country. The ratio of chargers and electric vehicles is about 1:9, according to the charger and electric vehicle 1:1, the configuration standards, the huge gap in the number of chargers.
Direct current charging method is also known as "fast charge". Direct current chargers use this method to directly charge EV battery packs. The direct current charger input is 380 V AC and the output is adjustable DC. This kind of charging speed is fast, but it will affect the life of the battery pack. Direct current chargers are mostly built in large charging stations.
AC charging method is also known as "slow charge." The AC charger uses this method to charge the onboard charger of the electric vehicle. It does not provide any power output itself, but only acts as a control switch [2] .
In this way, the charging speed is slow and cannot meet some special charging requirements, but it can effectively protect the battery pack. AC chargers are mostly built in supermarkets, parking lots and other public areas.
The electric vehicle direct current charger is a power supply device that is fixedly installed outside the electric vehicle and provides a high-power direct current charging function for the electric vehicle battery ( Figure 1 ).
Direct Current Charger Control System Design

Charger Charging Principle
A direct current charger is a charging device that directly charges an electric automobile power battery through an AC grid. Because of its faster charging speed, people in the industry also call it "fast charging". The AC charger is different. The AC charger is a device that charges the battery by means of an electric vehicle on-board charger through the AC grid. Because the charging speed is slower than that of the DC charger, it is called "slow charging" [3] . The difference between the charging modes of the two chargers can be simply summarized as follows: The direct current charging device can directly charge the battery of the electric vehicle, and the AC charger needs to use the on-board charger to charge the battery indirectly. In addition, the two charging methods also differ greatly in charging speed. When fully charging an electric car with an average battery capacity (a charge process from 0% to 100%), using an AC charger takes about eight hours to complete. When using a direct current charger to fully charge, it only takes two to three hours.
Charging Control Principle
The charging control function is the most basic function of the direct current charger system. The direct current charging pile is powered by three-phase AC power to provide a safe and reliable DC charging function for the electric vehicle. Specifically including: The charger shall provide low voltage auxiliary power for the electric vehicle, which is used to provide power for the battery management system of the electric vehicle during the charging process. The power supply voltage shall be 12 V direct current; the charging pile shall be compatible with the old and new national standard protocol, and be automatically connected and performed after inserting the gun. Charging control, after the completion of the charging should be able to automatically disconnect; in the charging process, the charging pile dynamically adjusts the charging parameters based on the data provided by the battery management system, perform the appropriate actions to complete the charging process. The entire charging process includes four phases, a handshake phase, a charging parameter configuration phase, a charging phase, and a charge termination phase. Each phase of the BMS will send a different message. After receiving the message, the microcontroller performs a corresponding action, for example, controlling the closing of the contactor and controlling the output voltage and current of the direct current output unit. After that, the microcontroller needs to be charged according to non-vehicle. Machine and battery management system communication protocol reply corresponding message.
Overall Scheme Design of Direct Current Charger Control System
In Figure 2 , the specific working principle: the contactor controls the on and off of 380V AC power, the AC power meter is connected to the output terminal of the contactor, and the direct current charger control board reads the energy meter data in real time through RS232 communication, which is used by the user.
Electricity is calculated. The output terminal of the AC power meter is con- 
MK60DN512 Chip Introduction
Taking into account the complexity of the direct current charger and the need for future modifications or functional extensions, the traditional 8-bit microcontrollers are slower, less accurate, and have poorer expansion capabilities, making it difficult to meet our design requirements. Therefore, this vehicle ter- 
Output Voltage Sampling and Signal Conversion Circuit
The output voltage sampling and signal conversion circuit converts the strong electric signal output by the power supply module into a 0 -3.3 V weak electric signal 
Output Current Sampling and Signal Conversion Circuit
The output current sampling is mainly realized by a Hall current sensor. The 
Conclusion
In short, firstly the direct current test system is turned on, then the charger to start charging is operated, and the CAN data logger is used to record the message of the entire charging process. After continuous debugging and protocol analysis, the communication that meets the protocol requirements is finally realized. In the process, some messages are shown in Figure 6 . In the message, the charge handshake phase, charging parameter configuration 
